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“A word side by side, you came in such a hurry? Did something happen?”

Hong Qingcang and several high-level officials gathered around.

“Listen to me! One hundred thousand in a hurry!”

“If you believe me, immediately do what I say…”

Levi Garrison hurriedly said the plan again.

“What? The whole nation will build a defensive wall! At least three hundred meters high???”

“What are you doing???”

“Are you kidding me?”

“It is at least three hundred meters, if conditions permit, four to five hundred meters is best!”
Levi Garrison said with a serious face.

According to the analysis of the data he obtained from Maya Industry, in the plan of the Dark Doctor of
the Gods Laboratory, the height of these giants was sixty meters.

But this was the plan three or four years ago.

If it is now, Levi Garrison predicts that it is definitely seventy to eighty meters.

It is even possible to hit 100 meters.

He has always been cautious. In order to ensure defense, he directly set the height of the Big Mac at
about 150 meters.

In this way, even if Doctor Dark’s plan is advanced, one hundred and fifty meters is definitely the limit.

It will never exceed this height.

Therefore, Levi Garrison had to set twice the height to build the defensive city wall.

Only in this way can the Big Mac be stopped.

If you are sure to be foolproof, a height of four to five hundred meters is the best.

But it will cost more.

The difficulty directly increases many times.

“King of the word side by side, don’t be joking! I have a vast area in Daxia. What a huge amount of work
it is to cast a circle of protective walls around it! Unheard of! First in the ages, right?”

“The key is to use new materials and to cast a height of 300 meters!”

“The most terrifying thing is two months! How is this possible?”

Hong Qingcang exclaimed again and again, saying that it was impossible.

“Yeah! Such a large amount of work! Everyone in the Dragon Kingdom puts down everything they have
on hand and builds the city wall for the protection of the country, so there is a glimmer of hope for
completion, right?”

“Isn’t it? At that time, the various industries of the Dragon Kingdom will stop operating, and all the
people will put aside the things and lives at hand, and join them! The entire Dragon Kingdom is
paralyzed! Remember! It is the true Dragon Kingdom!”

“This move is too big! There is no such move in the past, I have never seen it before! The power of the
whole country to do one thing is unheard of!”

…

The other senior Yanlongwei also exclaimed.

This thing is too big.

They were almost scared to death when they heard it.

Let alone execute it!

Even a few years ago, the dominance of the alliance besieged Daxia, the national disaster was not as
important as it is now.

That is a piece of cake.

It’s not worth mentioning at all.

“It is precisely because I have thought about it, so I came to you! Only you can call on all the power of
Daxia to do this!”

“In three months, the whole world will face disasters! I may not be able to take care of other people!
But I have to protect Daxia! Otherwise, after three months, disasters will come and Daxia will be
devastated!”

